
 

 

Special Olympics Criteria for Athlete 

Advancement to Higher Level Competition 

 

This information is extracted from the Official Special Olympics Summer Sports Rules. 

The criteria for athlete advancement, along with the divisioning procedures are considered two of the 
most critical elements of Special Olympics.  They serve to separate our organization from virtually every 
other sport organization in the world.  Adherence to the fundamental principles of athlete advancement 
is essential for the consistent implementation and development of Special Olympics Programs world-
wide. 

Fundamental Principles 

1) Athletes of all ability levels have an equal opportunity to advance to the next higher level 
competition.  

2) Each competition reflects all aspects of the previous competition, including but not limited to 
the age, gender and ability level of athletes and the variety of sports events competed in at the 
previous competition.  

Eligibility for Advancement: An athlete is eligible to advance to the next competition provided he or she 
has: 

1) Participated in an organized training program for at least eight consecutive weeks with 
opportunities to compete and practice during that period. 

2) Participated in the previous competition with the following exceptions: 
• When the games or tournament is the first competition opportunity for an athlete, previous 

competition experience is not required (i.e. SE Winter Games, alpine skiing and 
snowboarding). 

• A team for which no competition opportunities at a Tournament or Games were available 
shall be eligible to advance to the next competition (i.e. a low skilled soccer team does not 
have another team to play at its level). 

Procedure for Athlete and Team Selection 

State Level Games and Tournaments 

• Special Olympics South Carolina (SOSC) does not use a quota system as a procedure to aid in 
determining who is allowed to advance to any state competition.  Eligibility for advancement to 
this level is determined solely on the individual’s participation in a qualifying event on a local 



level. These qualifying events could be multi-area, multi groups/teams or the individual team 
scrimmaging or competing against itself to provide that competition opportunity in a 
circumstance where no other options are available.  

Regional, Single Sport National, USA Games and World Games 

1) Assessment is made by SOSC Sports Staff as to the participation in each sport in question for a 
competition outside of the state.  This assessment aids in determining: 
a. The appropriate number to request. 
b. The appropriate level (if applicable) to request for participation. 

2) Quota is received from the Games Organizing Committee (GOC). 
3) Determine the number of athletes or teams eligible for advancement. 
4) If the number of eligible athletes or teams does not exceed the quota, all athletes and teams 

will advance. 
5) If the number of eligible athletes or teams exceeds the quota, athletes or teams that advance 

will be selected as follows: 
a. Due to the sheer nature of divisioning at every level of competition, placing athletes in 

divisions based not only by their individual qualifying results, but also the qualifying results 
of every other athlete/team registering for the competition, the finishing places is relative 
to where the divisioning line is placed for any given competition on any given day.  

b. Each athlete or team who participated in a qualifying event and expressed an interest in 
participating in the event in question is placed in a random draw, with Area Leadership 
Team approval.  

c. The random draw is continued until the quota is filled.   
d. If an athlete has participated in the out of state competition in the past, deference is given 

to those who have not participated in the specific competition by placing their name in the 
random draw twice while the athlete’s name in question is placed in the draw once.   

 

Additional Considerations 

1) SOSC divides quota among Areas based on  
a. Athlete participation numbers 
b. Area interest in supporting financially (through fundraising or direct budget allocation) 

2) Some Regional, Single Sport National, USA Games, and World Games allocate quota based on 
gender, age, and skill level.  This is due to such factors as time available, facility available, and 
skill level participation on the regional or national level. Due to this, not every athlete or team 
will always have the opportunity to advance even if meeting the minimum requirements of 
participating in a qualifying event.  

3) Local Area Leadership Teams and/or the SOSC Sport Staff will also consider behavior, medical 
needs and supervision requirements of athletes to determine which athletes will actually 
advance to higher level competition beyond the local state level.  Local Area Leadership Teams 
and SOSC Sport Staff will deem an athlete ineligible for advancement for the following reasons. 
a. Behavior exhibited by the athletes would render coaching staff unable to meet the 

athlete’s needs. 



b. The athlete would be unable to travel overnight without parental/guardian supervision and 
the parent/guardian is unable to attend the event. 

c. The parent/guardian wishes to exclude an athlete from being eligible for advancement.  
4) SOSC Sport Staff will use the above considerations along with considerations of length of time 

away and travel barriers, as well as the athlete’s ability to be coachable and flexible in varied 
situations when determining participation in events outside of the state.  

5) Advanced levels of competition timelines 
a. Regional events (i.e. SE Winter Games and SE Powerlifting) occur annually.  
b. Single Sport National Competitions (SONA Golf Tournament and SONA Tennis 

Championship) occur annually. 
c. USA Games occurs every four (4) years. 
d. World Games occur every 2 years on a seasonal rotation 

i. 2015 World Summer Games in Los Angles, CA 
ii. 2017 World Winter Games in Austria 

iii. 2019 World Summer Games in Abu Dhabi, UAE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


